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ABSTRACT 

The main theme of this project is to keep the vehicle and the people secured and protected 

.The main agenda of this project is to detect the drowsiness of the driver.  

If the driver is in sleeping mode or in a drowsy position there are two things one there will be 

mostly change in eyes like micro sleep (something like saggy eyes and closing of eye lids 

slowly), this micro-sleep may be up to (four to five seconds) and the frequency of blinks also 

changes and duration of blinks. For this gaze point eye tracker which is interfaced with IR 

sensors, which is used to detect the above mentioned parameters, and also taking the 

frequencies of different people eyes and analyzing them by using some graphs. It is a pc 

mount tracker it works with a driver software like we install for mouse and keyboard. This 

setup is working using TCP/IP protocol so that by using this it communicates with the device. 

In this only two things are used gp3 eye tracker, laptop. We can use this system in 

automobiles for drowsiness detection and an alarm is also included.   

 

Keywords:  Drowsiness detection, Gaze point eye tracker (Gp3), Blink frequency (BF), 

Blink duration (BD), Diameter (D), Automobiles. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background   

Most of the road accidents are occurring due to tiredness of the driver because of continuous 

driving for hours and hours. To eradicate this a system is designed. This system is used for the 

safety of automobiles and people. Drowsiness is one of the main reason for this accidents. If the 

driver falls sleep or if he is drowsy he will lose control on his vehicle by putting his life and 

others life in a risk. The main cause of this drowsiness is taking some medicines while driving 

car, which may lead to fall sleep.  

In previous works they have implemented a facial eye blink sensor (IR) in the year (2014) which 

is attached to spectacles. For the movement of head they have implemented an EEG sensor in the 

year (2015) which detects the brain waves and says the driver state. In the same year (2015) they 

also implemented 3-axis accelerometer which detects head movement by the angles in which 

head is bending, but all these systems will be in contact with person body causing inconvenient to 

him while driving the car. In this study only (IR) sensors are used to detect eye blink and 

movement of head which will not be in contact with the driver body in any manner.  

  

1.2 Problem Statement 

There are many accidents occurring now-a-days at every place in the world there are many causes 

for this but 70 percent of accidents were occurring due to drowsiness, so to minimize this 

accidents this initiative of developing a system by using sensors is taken. This system is designed 

mostly to concentrate on sleep periods like micro sleep is the main thing, because according to 

Thai survey most of 75% and 25% of road accidents are caused due to micro sleep state, at this 

time if we observe and alert the driver, we can control maximum no of accidents. First thing is 

driver should take some rest in middle while driving the car for hours so that he may actively 

drive the car without feeling tired.  

  

1.3 Objectives of study  

The main objective of this project is that to develop a system (This should be mainly 

implemented in automobiles), in such a way that it must keep the vehicle in a safe mode and in a 

protected way when the driver is in sleepy mode.   

 In this we will develop a system like it should track the eyes and show the frequency.   

  

 Blink duration, from that micro-sleeps are calculated (This micro-sleep will be between awake 

and sleep) in mille seconds (from AAA.com this will be up to four to five seconds).  

  

  

 Diameter of eye and blink duration.  
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 For this I am using gaze-point eye tracker, in which we will install a software so that the 

driver of camera will be installed. An eye tracker which is interfaced with IR sensors is used 

both for which is used to detect the above mentioned parameters.  

  

 And also taking the frequencies of different people eyes and analyzing them by using some 

graphs. This is a pc mount tracker this setup is working using TCP/IP protocol so that by 

using this it communicates with the device.  

  

 This tracker can be used in automobiles for drowsy driver detection. This tracker is placed, 

front of the driver (this can be placed almost up to 64cm).   

  

 Also taking different peoples measurements of blink frequency per minute, diameter of eye by 

fixing the sensor at some (50 t0 65) cm distance. So that in these ways the drowsiness is 

detected to regulate the accidents caused by the sleepy driver.  

  

1.4   Scope and limitations  

The main scope of this project is that to develop a system so that it must keep the vehicle in a safe 

mode and in a protected way when the driver is asleep or drowsy. An eye tracker which is 

interfaced with IR sensors is used for tracking eyes like a white dot on our black ball .This is a pc 

mount tracker in which there are two cables one is data cable which is connected to our pc which 

has its port (pc), and other is power cable (DC) which is connected to another port of our pc, this 

setup is working using TCP/IP protocol so that by using this it communicates with the device. If 

the driver is in sleeping/drowsy mode eye blink sensor detects it and show the frequency, no of 

micro-sleeps (this will be of saggy eyes and slowness in closing of eye) in mille seconds (from 

AAA.com this will be up to four to five seconds), Diameter of eye and blink duration (means how 

much time the eye is closed before next opening). This system is used in car so that according to 

the place we need to develop a small system it is also a major scope in this.                      

        a) By using this system we can detect the drowsy driver.  

                    b) It is easy to implement.  

d) Safety of people.  

e) Less complexity.  

The major limitation of the study is that the tracker doesn’t detect properly in heavy light conditions.     
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Information  

The following articles which I have used is to support and demonstrate my thesis 

2.1 Design and Implementation of Accident Prevention Eye Blinking and head movement       

system                                     

(Varma, Abhi R, 2012) this study referred, accidents are increasing all over the world due to action or 

state of the driver. If the driver does not have control on his vehicle, have to suffer a lot it means that 

he is making his own life risky. To stop or control this a system is developed to monitor the actions of 

the driver and alert him about his state, if at all the vehicle is in danger. There are many reasons for 

accidents in that drowsiness plays major role. There are several ways to detect the drowsiness in 

drivers, some of them are  

 By sensing anatomical characteristics.  

 By sensing motion of the vehicle.  

 By sensing performance of driver.  

In all of these systems sensing of anatomical characteristics are most distinct. This system can be 

done in two ways they are,  

 First one by measuring changes in anatomical signals like heart rate, blinking of eye and brain 

waves.  

 Another by blinking of eye and leaning position of drivers head.  

First one is most distinct but the electrodes should be connected to the body of the driver to detect 

signals from brain or heart, it may crate incontinent to the driver. Second one is most appropriate 

to real world, in this blinking of eye is detected by camera and IR LED. Here we observe eye 

blink detection, it is done by fixing a camera and an IR sensor to spectacles. This can be done by 

image processing, camera takes the images of the eye and the delay is set in such a way that it 

should be  

 

more than the normal blink of the human eye and send it to the   system to   detect eye blinking ..   

        

Figure 2.1: Figures showing eye blink detection 
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Here we set some time, which is greater than human blink. If the pupil of eye is not found for 

some period of proposed time then the subject is sleeping and buzzer rings. Just it compares one 

after other frames, if more frame appear eye closure then it checks and give buzzer.  

2.2 Detecting drowsiness and alerting drivers using Bio signals and eye movements  

(Veena, S L, 2004) This study referred, According to the report, around 1.3 million people die in 

the road accidents and around 20 to 50 million people suffer with injuries per annum. In this 

major accidents are due to the drowsiness of the drivers of the vehicle. The drowsiness can be 

detected by the eye blink, facial changes, head movement etc. The main cause of this drowsiness 

is due to the alcohol or due to the tiredness of the driver. In this study they implemented a system 

which is placed on the steering. The video sensors are placed to capture the facial features and 

PPG sensors are placed to measure psychological features and to alert the driver. A signal is 

placed to warn the driver. Blink rate of an eye, as shown in figure 2.7 the eye blink rate of the 

driver is calculated using eye blink sensor. To measure the eye blink rate, the sensor has to 

calculate how many times the eye is closing by PERCLOS (percentage of closure). This is used 

to detect the drowsiness of the driver. There are different ways to measure movement of eye lids. 

They are as follows  

• PERCLOS (This is a recently developed way)  

• Duration of eye closing, Blink frequency  

In this the face movement also helps to detect the drowsiness because the normal movement of 

the head is such a way that it is exactly in front of the steering while driving if the driver is asleep 

there will a distraction in the position of the head of the driver.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Eye and face detection 

  

Now by using biosensor, in this PPG (Photoplethysmograph) signals are used to measure the 

drowsiness of the driver. These signals are also used to measure the heart rate of the person. This 

sensor consists of infrared light emitting diode (LED) and a PIN (Photodiode) to measure the 

reflected light. This is placed on the steering of the vehicle. It measures the pulse by the finger of 

the person because while driving the finger is placed on the steering. The pulse changes can be 

determined by the change of the light which is absorbed by the skin of the finger, and it reflects 

back by detecting the beat. It uses microcontroller as a main board. PPG signals are sent to 
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amplifier. Analog signal is amplified by the circuit which consists of amplifier, LPF. Analog is 

converted to digital by the embedded kit.  

 

Figure 2.3: Circuit diagram PPG sensor 

 

2.3 Drowsiness detection by yawing and blinking of eye    

(Kumar, Narender, 2014) This study referred, Main important reason for the road accidents is the 

drowsiness of the driver. In this study they have implemented the detection of drowsiness by 

blinking of eye and yawning. To implement this system image processing is used. For eye blink 

they have used violajones (VJ) and for mouth they have used contour activation algorithm. All 

these activities of the face are captured by a camera which is placed in car or any other vehicle. 

This video is captured using open CV and contour finding and violajones algorithm.  

 

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of detecting drowsiness in real time 

The main theme of this study is detecting face and yawn. There are several steps included in this 

which are as follows  

a) Detection of eye and face  

b) Detection of eye blink whether it is closed or open  

c) Detection of mouth whether it is open or closed  

d) Design of Warning system  
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a) Detection of Eye and Face:  

A set of eyes and faces are taken in open CV for the detection of faces and eye using ‘Viola 

Jones’ algorithm. By getting the center of face, we can conclude the eye position because the 

eyes were located on the top of the face. In this system, a ROI is used to detect the eye motion. 

Considering this ROI, we can take a single eye because both the eyes blink at the same time. By 

this consideration of the position of eye we create a rectangle by rounding the center of the eye  

b) Detection of Eye Blink:  

In the programming of the system, we give certain amount of time for closed eye which may a 

particular number of seconds. We consider only one eye as both the eyes blink at the same time. 

If the eyes are closed and opened before the scheduled time it is considered as eye blink  

State Detection of eye, for this first we take the eye ball color at the center by the RGB sampling. 

From the provided ROI these pixels of eye are projected into the Y-axis. From this a map is 

drawn with the pixels of eye ball on the Y-axis. By considering the peaks from the obtained map 

we can see how long the eye is open. From this we can get easily say that the closing and opening 

of the eye. To get the blink rate we give a length of 100 buffer. If this system detects the eye 

blink we get 1 or else 0 and if this happens for 100 frames it calculates the blink rate and at every 

frame it gives the update.  

c) Detection of Mouth:  

For detecting the yawning firstly we need to calculate the size of the mouth. To calculate the size 

there is an algorithm i.e. contour finding algorithm. This can be made in 3 steps as follows,  

Smoothing and Segmentation:  

 If the mouth of the person is open the space in the mouth is black in which the brightness will be 

changed suddenly inside the ROI of mouth. We can obtain irregular segmentation of the black 

area in mouth by using threshold value. The noise can be reduced and shape of the segmentation 

can be smoothened by applying blur, erosion and dilation with a 4X4 matrix after the 

segmentation.  

Getting the Mouth Contour:  

There is some noise present after segmentation which can be removed by the application of 

contour finding algorithm, by obtaining the vector contours of noise present in the segmentation. 

We consider the large contour value because the size of the mouth will be larger than any other 

noise. Yawing Decision:  

By obtaining this contour we can simply say the persons yawn. The main use of the contour is we 

no need to check the size of the mouth. The largest and smallest Y coordinate values can be 

obtained by traversing the point of the contour. The height of the mouth can be obtained by the 

difference of the largest and smallest values. If the obtained value is bigger than the threshold 

then we consider that the person is yawning.  
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d) Design of Warning System:  

The number of eye blinks, number of yawning in a period of time is noted. The time is set in the 

warning system. The alert system that is set will alert the driver, if the driver is yawing again and 

again the specified time period.  

2.4 Drowsiness detection based on behavior of blinks validation and development method  

(vlrika svensson, 2004)This study is referred, for using drowsiness they used two methods i.e.by 

electrooculogram (EOG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) for drivers. In this the results show 

how the behavior of blinks changes while the person is feeling drowsy  

a) Origin and measurement of EOG:  

EOG can be used to detect eye blinks and movements of eyes. Eye is taken as a dipole, which has 

on its front is (+ve) cornea and in the back it is (–ve) retina and the range of potential i.e. 0.4 – 

1.0 mv. In this electrodes are placed around the eye, and the placement should be very near to the 

eye (Because at starting of the experiment potential is measured at fixed eye positions, by this we 

measure baseline potential), so that if eye moves there will be potential change as poles of eye 

move away or come close to the electrodes.  

  

 

Figure 2.5: When looking at 30 degrees change in EOG 

Some problems occur while measuring EOG, this will be caused from potentials of muscles and 

little disturbance caused by electromagnetic. To eradicate this, before placing electrodes skin 

must be cleaned properly so that there may not be any blockage between electrode and skin. The 

placements of electrodes will be different from horizontal and vertical movement. In this we need 

to separate eye movements horizontal from vertical and even from eye blinks (eye movements).  
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Figure 2.6: Placement of electrodes 

b) Blink detection:  

In this blinks are detected by vertical movements of eye. To describe behavior of blinks some 

parameters are used which can be extracted from EOG for example  

1) Blink frequency [blinks/min]  

2) Eyelid opening level [mv]  

3) Blink duration [ms]  

   

 
Figure 2.7: Blink duration definition 

Per minute normal (relaxed) person blinks 15-20 times, and the blink frequency decreases if the 

person staring or if he keep watching carefully, if any danger occurs (vigilance). The time 

difference between starting of blink and its end is the blink duration, it is also measured for sleep 

detection. The meaning of eye closure is different from blink. The meaning of eye closure is 

separated from blink. The definition of eye closure (closing eye which is longer than a normal 

blink) is commonly a blink with duration exceeding one second (Quartz et al., 1995). As 

mentioned above blink duration is blink of an eye with duration of eye closure which exceeds 0.5 

sec. another definition of blink duration is, sum of half fall time and half raise time of eye.  
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Figure 2.8: Awake and drowsy conditions (EOG signals) 

Table 2.1: Based on behavior of blinks drowsiness stages (Hargutt & Kruger, 2000) 

 

c) Origin and measurement of EEG:  

Our brain is full of nerve cells, they generate some electrical activity, method of measurement of 

this activity is known as electroencephalography (EEG). All the day this activity will be present 

and the recorded data shows both repeated and irregular behavior. From cerebral cortex we will 

get the EEG signals due to its neuronal activity. The recorded data will have different patterns 

with different stages of sleep. It also changes with emotional (cognitive) tasks (or) focusing on 

particular thing, (or) some diseases caused in brain. These EEG signals will be based on its 

frequency and amplitude. For detection of sleep some of the wave patterns will be considered 

they are,  

Alpha waves (8-12 HZ)  

This can be used as 1
st
 wave to measure drowsiness, in some people this alpha waves will not be 

present (10%). If the person is drowsy this wave raises 1
st
 and later these are replaced by theta 

waves. If the person get cognitive state this will be replaced by beta, this is called alpha blocking 

(Andreassi, 2000; Gottlieb et al., 2001).  

Beta waves (13-25 HZ)  

These are very normal in every condition of the person. This will have smaller amplitude and 

irregular, frequency is high relatively. This wave may also be present in starting stage of sleep.  

Delta waves (0, 5-4 HZ)  

This wave occur if a person has brain tumor or in a deep sleep stage (no longer awake). In awake 

condition in delta range, existence of frequency is not normal due to artifacts (that is not naturally 

present but occurs), it is not normal even in case of brain tumor.  

Theta waves (5-7 HZ)  

These are two different types one occur in early stage of sleep and other with cognitive (memory 

related) task performance. This has (20-100 macro volts).  
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EEG measurement and problems:  

This signal can be measured in two ways, one is bipolar recording i.e. pair wise measurement 

between two electrodes which are placed on scalp (or) each single electrode by taking one as 

reference this is monopolar), reference may be nose or ear. The electrodes are positioned by 

10/20 system, which says that placements of electrons are 10% and 20% with land marks. Land 

marks are,  

• Nasion (bridge of nose)  

• Inion (projection of bone at the back of head)  

• Depressions in front of ears  

They used some letters to label the points they are, which refers to brain region (F=frontal,  

O=occipital, C=central, P=parietal, T=temporal, Z=midline, left side=odd no, right side=even no).  

 

Figure 2.9: Placement of electrode 

Main problem is tension (force) appeared in facial muscles, blinking change the EEG signals. 

Second problem is some disturbances (electromagnetic) electric currents or fields in wires. The 

person should be in statue position to reduce the block (impedance) between electrode and skin 

(Andreassi, 2000).  

  

Figure 2.10: Normal and sleep conditions (EEG waves) 
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2.5 Using electrocardiographic property detecting micro sleep occurrence in car  

(Gustavo lenis, 2016)This study referred from; to control maximum number of accidents caused 

by micro sleep in this study electrocardiogram is used, micro sleep is some short span of sleep 

lasts for many seconds or fraction of second. Per year in US due to micro sleep more than 

100,000 automobile accidents occur annually and 60% of truck accidents also occur due to micro 

sleep in transport industry, to eradicate this ECG signals were analyzed in normal and sleep mode 

and they were compared. This experiment has been done for 40min on each person. For this they 

need to extract morphological and rhythmical features for normal and micro sleep time.  

a) Rhythmical features and morphological features:  

Variability of heart rate is shown in rhythmical features (heart pulse) and repolarization (T wave) 

and depolarization (P wave) contraction process which happens in the heart are captured by ECG, 

this is morphological features, in this features we should eliminate all waves and consider 

STsegment, T wave, and P wave so that we can see its original amplitude, width etc. and 

differentiate from sleep. Now from both categories we will extract features before and after micro 

sleep episode (MSE). From ECG we extract a part of ECG signal, we do this in two types in 1
st
, 

length of selected part (segment) is to be selected as 120s long, next in second 30s. Then we 

observe the changes in this segment (part) in time of micro sleep episode. We use this interval 

reference, as there is no micro sleep episode in the subject for first 20minutes, because these were 

the readings taken from the person who is perfectly awake, if at all any micro sleeps are observed 

they are removed finally in the same analysis.  

  

Figure 2.11: Control room and driving car 

Results  

To observe micro sleep episode we have selected a median value for the selected segments for 

rhythmical features, from the observations we can conclude that there is no change in the median 

value before MSE and after. Only minute change occurred from the selected segments. Coming to 

morphological features, the same thing happened here also i.e. there is no change before MSE and 

after and concluded that only ECG is not enough to detect MSE.  

 

RR interval (heart beat intervals), HRV (Heart rate variability (variation of beat to beat)) 
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Figure 2.12: Extracted waves from rhythmical and morphological features and drowsiness 

comparison graphs 

 

2.6 Monitoring system using real time for the detection of drowsiness and to prevent accidents 

      caused by drowsiness              

(M, Franiya Francis, 2016)In this study, an open CV with a camera in Raspberry Pi is used to detect 
the drowsiness of the drivers. An open CV is an open source computer vision which detects the eye 

blink of a person. The main aim of this study is to detect whether the eye is open or closed. The 
camera which is paced takes the pictures and the open CV will capture the video of the drivers face.  

  

 Figure 2.13: System block diagram 

There are many eye blink detectors that are available in which we can write an instruction in 

image processing that if the time taken by the blink of the human eye is greater than the normal 

the instruction is ‘No people found for certain period’. We should test that eye blink than the 

normal one. This closing of the eye can be detected by capturing the video signals of the face by 
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the open CV in the Raspberry Pi. After getting the image an open CV color image is converted to 

a grey scale image. From this grayscale image we get the binary image and the eye is located. 

Using centroid method first the center of the eye is tracked once the eye is tracked the centroid 

connected component technique is used. From this we will know how many connected 

component pixels were there. By this method a loop function is given to check whether the eye is 

closed or open.  

  

Figure 2.14: Eye and face detection 

In this system if we find one blink of the eye it is sufficient since normally people blink their two 

eyes at a time. After detecting all these if the eye is detected closed for a long time a warning 

signal is given to the driver. For detecting the face a frontal face classifier is used by open CV 

which is a default one.  

2.7 Estimation of fatigue through eye blinking and face monitoring  

(Asma-UI-Husna*, Amit Roy, 2014) in this study for detecting blink patterns first we need to 

detect face, the web cam captures the images of face, then the face of the user is detected from 

image automatically. No time delay provided, it is done in real time. Each one of the rectangular 

split is formed from both the eyes, from the tracked eye pupil is detected. Depending on the 

threshold value (blink end can be taken when pupil size is increased by less than the threshold 

which is separated) Closeness and openness of eye is detected. Estimation of eye blink is taken 

by comparing current image similarities and open eye features. We detect blink rate by giving 

some counter.   
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Figure 2.15: Blink rate detection flow chart 

We used head mounted eye tracker, for that a video cam is fixed. Blinks will be related to 

environmental conditions, from that video cam we are going to detect different blink patterns in  

 

Table 2.2: Results of blink patterns in different states 

 

 

 

2.8 Effects of varying light conditions and refractive error on pupil size 

(Farah Maqsood, 2017) in this study OCT is designed anterior (frontal part of eye) segment imaging 

and measures these scans and create a 2D image of eye from them. OCT means optical coherence 

tomography, this is medical imaging technique used to capture 3D images. A single examiner has 

done this with the tool (caliper measurement) provided OCT can automatically measure the pupil 

size, and this experiment is conducted in room. Digital light meter is used to measure room 

illumination at a lux of 2, 40, 150, 350 and 550 pupil sizes were measured. For single day 2 or 3 light 

levels were measured until all the lux are completed, between the light level changes subjects were 

given rest for 30min for further light levels, this is conducted in room with no windows that is usually 

used for eye examination and a light mounted to wall, light readings were given very perfectly I lux 

     
 .   
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(lux = lumen / square meter). Subjects were asked to look in to imaging aperture with head rest and 

chin also in resting condition and there should also be no eye movements. 

 

Figure 2.16: Mean pupil size according to light conditions 

Concluded that with decrease in lamination pupil size increase. Mean pupil size of 550lx= 3.5mm, 
50lx= 4.2mm, 150lx= 5.2mm, 40lx= 5.03mm, 2lx=5.4mm. At or below lux of 150pupil has dilated 

5.2mm maximally.  Emmetrope is eye which has no visual effects. 

2.9 Utility of colored light pupil response in patients with age related macular degeneration 

(Ken Asakawa, Hitoshi Ishikawa, 2014) AMD is an age related macular degeneration (loss of sight), 

it is a common disease occurs in adult above age of 75 in this study the have tested people who are 
suffering with AMD and healthy people related these results. In this they have recorded the pupil 

response to red light (at 635 +- 5nm) and blue light at (470 +- 7nm), with a light intensity of 
100cd/m2, based on all studies and this study they have confirmed that 10 seconds of the light 

intensity is sufficient to get both sustained (continuing for an extended period without interruption) 

and transient (to change from steady state to moving like interval on and off) components of pupil 
light reflex. For this test first pupil was exposed to dark adoption in a room with a dim light for 15min 

and then pupil response was tested for red light and blue light, for the next thing it was done by single 
light simulation. (Normal eye and AMD). 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Time taken for pupil to reach 1mm  

In figure b only the changes of pupil diameter while light stimulation is shown. These readings were 
recorded to calculate the time required by the pupil to contract to 1mm. normalized pupil diameter is 
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used in y axis, it means before converting the light stimulation to zero, to note the changes in pupil 

diameter. The readings were seen visually and transient and sustained pupil response were 
determined. 

Latency: time delay before a transfer of data begins following an instruction foe its transfer, transient 

pupil response (to change from steady state to moving). Pupil response = maximal percentage change 
from baseline pupil size during a time window of 1 second after light stimulus on set. Sustained 

(continuing for an extended period) pupil response = the amount of pupil remained contracted after 1 
second of light stimulation. Two parameters: baseline pupil diameter before light stimulation and 

minimum pupil diameter during 1
st
 second after light stimulation. Percentage pupil constriction (%) = 

[(baseline pupil diameter – min pupil diameter)/ baseline pupil diameter] * 100.Latency of pupil 

constriction (seconds): the time required to contract pupil diameter by 1mm. if we go in to dark room 
pupil takes 10 seconds to react.10 seconds of readings were taken for both. 

 

 

Figure 2.18: Normal and affected eye graphs 

Concluded that blue light blue light stimulation has more constriction than the red light. 

2.10 Giving a unified formula for light adapted pupil size 

(John I. Yellott, 2012), the range of pupil size will be in between 2 and 8mm, and some of the studies 
were considered to know the pupil size when a light is adapted by it, and various formulas have been 

proposed to know the diameter of pupil and see its relation to luminous. But the reaction won’t be 
same to all the age of people. Size varies and those existing formulas failed to show if age is 

considered. Here in all, white light is used to check the luminance. Now previous study formulas and 

comparisons will be discussed one by one 

Formulas: 

Holladay (1926) 

Three people were considered having very healthy eye and of unknown age, and he summarized the 
results with the following formula (Holladay, 1926, pp. 309-310) 
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D = 7 exp (-0.16 M power 0.4) 

Where M is luminance in mill lamberts (it is a 1000
th

 of lambert). Converting to cd m2, we have 

DH (L) = 7 exp (-0.16 L power 0.4) 

This is shown in the below figure, but holladays data which has been summarized did not go beyond 

600 cd m power -2 

 

Figure 2.19: Holladays graph 

Crawford (1936) 

10 subjects were taken and he collected data, no age is mentioned, at 55 degrees viewing binocularly 
and he summarized the data with the equation  

D = 5-2.2tanh [0.447 (24 + logB) 

Where B is luminance in cd/ft2 and log indicates the logarithm of base 10. Converting to luminance 

in cd m2 met square, we have 

D(L) = 5-2.2tanh [0.447 (0.6151 + 0.447 logL) 

In this he noted that his results are 2mm below as much as the results of Holladay (1926), reeves 

(1918). These are individual difference this is also incorrect data. 

 

Figure 2.20: Crawford graph 
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Stanley and davies (1995): 

Crawford (1936) and Bouma (1956) said that pupil size is not only effected by luminance but also the 

product of luminand and adapting field size so stanley and davies derived a formula  

Dsd (l,a) = 7.75 – 5.75 (La/846)power 0.41/(La/846) power 0.41 + 2) 

Where a = area in deg square, two of the fields with diameter of 0.4 and 25.4 degrees shown in the 

figure below these sizes are the range limits which are tested by stanley and davies, even barten 
(1999) have done the same thing it is also plotted along stanley and davies to show the similarities 

Db(l,a) = 5-3thanh(0.4 log la/40 square). 

 

Figure 2.21: Pupil diameter with barten formula 

 

Unified Formula: 

From all the above studies they have created a unified formula and concluded that given age and 

pupil diameter is some function of flux density given by F = laM(e), examples field area a=900pi, 
diameter = 60 deg, age y- 30, eyes y=2. 
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Table 2.3: Difference between previous system and proposed system 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The proposed drowsiness detection uses GP3 eye tracker to track the eyes in different ways. In this 

sleep is detected with the changes in eye postures. Gaze point server is connected to laptop 

(client). This GP3 software enables TCP server and to get data from the server I am writing TCP 

client program, like this way we are extracting data from the server. Now we need to detect blink 

frequency, diameter of eye, blink duration from these all parameters I am going to test at which 

point the person feels drowsy and sleepy. 

 

Figure 3.1: Block diagram 

  

Buzzer 
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart 

 

This device is started by creating a socket for server client communication, next we need to 

initialize the required parameters and we need to enable the receiving data from the server. Now 
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we need to enable left and right eye pupil data, eye blink data point of gaze (to know at which 

point of the screen the person is looking). The last step is calculating the drowsiness by taking 

blink frequency, blink duration and diameter.  

3.1 Working  

The eye tracking device consists of two USB ports one for power (DC) and other for data, these 

are connected to the laptop or any other desktop. To start the device we need to download a 

software, so that it installs a camera driver. After this installation is successful then we need to 

make connections, this has an API software from that we can see how to enable the parameters. 

For custom use like in this thesis case we need to write a program and then interface with eye 

gaze point software. For my work, here I am writing socket client program. In this first we need 

to create a socket.  

Why do we need to create a socket?  

In my work we are trying to communicate between client and the server, for this we are using 

socket, before using this we need to give information (address) of the server. In my project case 

client is my laptop because, the program is running on our pc and it requests the other device for 

data, device is server (gaze point tracker). Creating socket is simple method to have the 

connection between two systems, I created a client socket so that it make connection with the 

server. Eye gaze point software enables (It is activated by) TCP server and we are writing TCP 

client program to retrieve data from server which will interface (communicate) with gaze point 

software. Now we will see which type of socket (type of socket [stream]), this shows the quality 

of the socket which is use to receive and send the data in a continuous flow. Next to communicate 

with the device we need to see of which prototype the device is going to be communicated, like if 

we give [prototype.TCP] shows that socket use TCP, in this we need to provide host and port 

address in the starting of program. I am using static IP address and port address (static IP address 

means a constant address). By this we can connect to the server. And extract the required data. 

Figure 3.3 shows how screen is divided and how coordinates are taken for both eyes by the 

sensor.  

 

Figure 3.3: Coordinate description 
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Figure 3.4: Algorithm of the thesis   
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CHAPTER 4  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Results taken for some seconds (previous results):  

These are the sensor values, it calculates the data on its own by observing the first blink all the 

required parameters are given automatically. Experiment results are taken from the observation of 

10 people with different distance as I mentioned you, that we can implement this in automobiles, 

placement of the sensor in car is shown below. Also shows at which time the person is about to 

sleep. Experimental readings, graphs and images of some persons are shown below. In all below 

graphs POG of left(X, Y) is considered, left is replaced by right some logical mistake. Long blink 

interval (Break in activity is long).  

Table 4.1: General analysis 

 

 
 

4.1 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of first subject (girl)    

Below figures shows experimented results of three girls with fixed distance of 60cm, why fixed 

distance, is to see the diameter of eye and how it changes while closing their eyes. Recorded list, 

point of gaze, blink frequency (Blink per minute), status of both eyes (whether they are closed or 

opened) and blink duration (to detect micro sleep) are shown below  

  

 
Figure 4.1: Tracking of both the eyes and some of the data (subject-1) 
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Table 4.2: Recorded data while tracking 

 
 

             

Figure 4.2: Status of eyes and blink duration graph 

In this status of eye is whether the eye is closed or opened (in graph both eye status has been 

coincided so left eye status is not visible), blink duration is how much time taken by eye, when it 

is open, for next blink. As we observe keenly in above graphs we see that both the graphs are 

falling to zero when the eye is closed near point (19, 37 and so on). From AAA.com it is 

mentioned that micro-sleep last until (4 to 5) seconds and some say it may last up to a second 

here we are getting duration in mille seconds.   

1000(mille seconds) = 1 (second)  

By my study no person has blink rate more than 500ms, so if the person blink duration reaches 

from (600 to 1000ms) constantly for some mille seconds then he is in micro sleep mode.   
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In this the average blink frequency is 12.6 (highest frequency 14) and left eye diameter is 

(12.84mm) and right eye is (13.84mm). In this, sensor is kept on the right side which, (60 cm) is 

fixed so it will be bit farer from left eye so its diameter is smaller. Highest Blink duration is 

(375ms).  

 

Figure 4.4: POG (point of gaze) graph 

It shows at which point the person is looking according to screen size. It is shown both in (+X, X) 

(+Y, -Y) axis.  

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

Figure 4.3: Blink frequency and Diameter graph       
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4.2 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of second subject (girl)    

 

Figure 4.5: Tracking eyes of second subject (subject-2)  
  

In this sensor is placed in frontal position 60cm away from the subject. Below figures shows 

diameter, POG, blink frequency, blink duration and state of eyes. The widest ranges are seen from 

this subject than others, with an average left eye diameter of (31.27mm), right (31.54mm) Blink 

frequency (7.32) very less compared to others, highest frequency is 9.  

 
 
 
 

Table 4.3: Recorded data of second subject  
 

  

       
Figure 4.6: Status and blink duration 

graph 
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Figure 4.8: POG graph  

  

4.3 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of third subject (boy)    

  

  

         
  

  Figure 4.7: Blink frequency and diameter graph   
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Figure 4.9: Tracking eyes of third subject 

    

In this the subject, eyes were tracked by wearing glasses. Sensor is placed 50cm away from 

subject in frontal pose. Average left eye diameter is (21.80mm), Average right eye diameter 

is (21.98mm), blink per minute in average is (34), and highest blink duration is (547ms).  
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Figure 4.10: Status and blink duration graph  
  

Table 4.4: Recorded data of third subject 
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4.4 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of fourth subject (boy)  

  

        

  
Figure 4.11: Blink frequency and diameter graph 

  

  

Figure 4.12: POG graph    
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Figure 4.13: Tracking eyes of fourth subject  
    

In this subject Sensor is placed 65cm away from subject on the left side. Average left eye 

diameter is (10.30mm), Average right eye diameter is (8.44), blink per minute in average is 

(33.91)

 
 

Table 4.5: Recorded data of fourth subject   
 

   

  Figure 4.14: Status and blink duration graph 

graphduration 
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Figure 4.16: POG graph  

 

Results taken for some hours in real time (changed results):  

  

       
  

  
Figure 4.15: Blink frequency and diameter graph  
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4.5 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of single person for 1hr 22min  

 

Figure 4.17: Tracking eyes of subject for 1hr 22min  

  

For real time experiments are conducted for 5days for hours in different timings. In this 

subject sensor is placed in the middle (in front of person) in a conversation state. In light 

conditions towards face and in air conditioner mode (person is not in statue pose), here data 

will be displayed for every 1minute because some delay has been given to sensor to record 

real time data and print accordingly. This is taken while conversation, so the frequency of eye 

blinks are more than a relaxed person that is an average of 14.52 per minute maximum. Some 

micro sleeps nearly (800ms), average blink duration (161.45ms), because this is taken in 

nights (12 to 1:30clock). Below graphs explain the changes in all cases time to time. Average 

blink duration per minute is 400ms, average left eye diameter (17.16), right (16.78). I am just 

adding only some of the recorded data excluding whole table.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.6: Recorded data for 1hr 22min 
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Figure 4.18: Status and blink duration graph 

  

  Figure 4.19: Blink frequency and diameter graph   
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Figure 4.20: POG graph  

4.6 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of single person for 2hrs  

 

Figure 4.21: Tracking eyes of subject for 2hrs  

This done on the 1
st
 day like test in ac mode sometimes and in non ac mode some times in 

very night conditions (11 to 1) I was looking at the camera for 2hrs constantly (some think 

like test) without any proper movements, it has average blink frequency (4.95), and some 

sleeps were also observed, without my notice like for 600 to 700 seconds average blink 

duration is (21618.33ms), here state of eye is 0 for 2minutes then we get blink duration then 

we get 600200 likewise in blink duration each time. And diameter of left eye (21.95), right 

(20.54). Rest all blink duration is below 200ms so it is not visible properly. At time of sleep 

frequency has decreased and started increasing in no sleep state. This happened in every 

experiment mentioned below.  
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    Figure 4.22: Status and blink duration graph 

Table 4.7: Recorded data for 2hrs 
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4.7 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of single person for 2hrs 10min  

 

Figure 4.25: Tracking eyes of subject for 2hrs 10min  

These readings were taken in the afternoon from (1 to 3), after having a meal, during reading, 

in this it has an average blink frequency per minute(6.52) it has bit low frequency because we 

are concentrating on reading, and thy are movements (not in still position). Here also some 

sleeps were observed at 94
th

 minute and 129
th

 minute it has last for 600 to 700 seconds and 

   
  Figure 4.23: Blink frequency and diameter graph   

  
  Figure 4.24: POG graph   
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we have average blink duration (9469.66ms), diameter of left eye (21.91) right (20.72). In 

blink duration all readings  

 

Table 4.8: Recorded data for 2hrs 10min 

 

 

 

  

        

except 2 have less than 200ms so they were not displayed properly.   

    

  Figure 4.26: Status and blink duration graph   
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 Figure 4.27: Blink frequency and diameter graph 
 

 

Figure 4.28: POG graph  
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4.8 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of single person for 2hrs 20min  

 

Figure 4.29: Tracking eyes of subject for 2hrs 20min 

These readings were taken in the morning before meal from (9-12), in a relaxed mode, by 

moving without concentrating on anything, so here are the readings average blink frequency 

per minute  

 
Figure 4.30: Status and blink duration graph  

 

Table 4.9: Recorded data for 2hrs 20min 

 

             .   
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Figure 4.32: POG graph  
 

  

      
Figure 4.31: Blink frequency and diameter graph 
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4.9 Experimented results and graphs accordingly of single person for 2hrs 39min  

 

Figure 4.33: Tracking eyes of subject for 2hrs 39min 

These readings were taken in early hours in room with ac on and while making a 

conversation with my friend from (1 to 4), there are some micro sleeps are observed, because 

it is very early hour’s i.e. we will be maximum in sleep mode but I sat bit forcing so that I can 

take readings at that time, due to this my blink frequency is bit high compared to normal, and 

the blink rate has been reduced during stage of sleep i.e.  . Average blink frequency per 

minute is (14.99), blink  

 

 
 
 
 
 

      .    

        

Figure 4.34: Status and blink duration graph   
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Table 4.10: Recorded data for 2hrs 39min 
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 Figure 4.35: Blink frequency and diameter graph 
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Figure 4.36: POG graph  

4.10 Images of recorded video (shows the behavior of eye related blinks that reduces 

during  sleep state)  

a) Video 1 

 

Figure 4.37: Capture image from video 1 
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Figure 4.38: Graphs of recorded video 1 

b) Video 2  

 As shown in the first video tracking will be of same format I am placing the results and how 

the behavior of all eye parameters changed during the states. 
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Figure 4.39: Graphs of recorded video 2 

c) Video 3 
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  Figure 4.40: Graphs of recorded video 3 
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Figure 4.41: Time taken for the eye to react to change in light conditions 

All the above figures show how the parameters change during drowsy, sleep and awake state, 

by this we can say these parameters are also cause for drowsiness with other things. 

 

Fig a 
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Fig b 

Figure 4.42: Fig a shows the raw data, fig b data with linear equation 

 

Obtained formulas with all parameters relating drowsiness 

D = -0.341t + 26.366  

BM = -0.0482t + 8.2803  

BD = 105.2t + 7686.3  

Drowsiness (d) = diameter (D), blink per minute (BM), blink duration (BD)  

The derived linear equation with respect to time with all parameters is approximated to  

t = 107.28 – 0.97 D – 7 BM – 0.0003BD   

4.11 Sensor placement in vehicle and tracking image  

This sensor have some limitation that it doesn’t work in heavy lighting conditions, this is 

done in midafternoon around (11:30 to 12:00 pm). Eyes were tracking due to anti reflection 

film which were attached to front and back glasses and even the side one. If the thickens of 

the film is more  
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 4.12 Parameters details of moving and still car  

 

 

Than this we may get the perfect tracking details even in light conditions.     

     

Figure 4.43: Showing tracking details and placement of sensor in vehicle   
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Figure 4.44: Images of still car 
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Figure 4.45: Images of moving car 

Still car and moving car details were shown by the above graphs, there are some errors in 

moving car in blink duration, because while moving the car from the parking so the person 

has to look back, eyes won’t get tracked so it takes state of eye as 0 and give higher blink 

duration. 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

  

5.1 Conclusions  

This thesis studied the working of gaze point eye tracker and gives the information how it 

works and useful for sleep detection. And also shows at which point the person feels sleepy 

by taking the samples of blink frequency, blink duration and position of eyes. From this study 

we will know that the blink rate will be different from boys and girls and even diameter of 

eyes varies from person to person. Below figure shows at which time person is drowsy and 

sleepy, and also experiments were done with different distances as mentioned.  Experiment is 

done for some seconds on each person, by this till now we got sensor results. Second table 

shows the real time results, taken for hours it is better to take real time results and implement 

accordingly, because there are little change from sensors results and real time results. Third 

table contribution of my study has extended for accuracy like taking video recordings and 

placing results this has been done for more than a week I have placed 5days results, and this 

device can be used in cars in the mornings if the car have thick films it works so that no light 

reflects due to films on the car glasses.  

a) Sensor results for some seconds (forced results):  

Table 5.1: Conclusion table (sensor results) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Real time results per every minute:  

Table 5.2: Sleep study table (experimented results in different states) 
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c) Real time results by video recording for 5 days: 

Blink frequency curve gradually started decreasing in state of sleep and also blink duration 

raised at the same time. Curves are shown under the experiments. 

Table 5.3: Drowsiness detection from recordings 

   

 

From all final conclusion is that, experimental results are done on same subject for video 

recorded values. From above all results we can conclude that these three parameter has the 

impact on drowsiness, but the pupil diameter not only changes with drowsiness, but there are 

other conditions also, so better not to conform the results that depend only on drowsiness. For 

my experiment light conditions, age are constant, so for this test diameter can be considered 

with the fixed states. And blink frequencies will be different in all persons (it may be 2 to 3 

blinks more or less) but in drowsiness state every person will have less blink intervals, so this 
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parameter can be considered, normal blink duration will be 99% same for all persons this can 

also be considered for drowsiness detection, Tracking in running car like if there any 

vibration it was ok, sensor is even able to track. Whenever the device is used in high light 

condition, like without any film to the car possibly getting many errors (light level is not 

checked in particular only timings are checked). To just show that the device works inside the 

car some tests are made in moving car and still car, almost the values are same for both 

conditions only error occurred while taking car from the parking lord, because the person 

won’t be in a sensor range at that time. 

5.2 Recommendations for future work    

      The recommendations for the further work are as follows:  

  

• This device has a limitation of not working in heavy lighting conditions, so other 

sensors can be used which has the antireflection from light can be implemented.  

  

• The other problem is, this sensor is a pc mount so laptops or tabs must be carried 

along with this and there should be provide with an extra socket for tab. So better if it 

is not pc mount.  

  

• This device is larger as once arm size, so it is better if it is small, so that it can be 

placed easily in car.  

  

• In further if this device is made in such a way that, the programing is done on some 

board so that the tracker should be connected to the board and work accordingly.  

 

• Device is 99 percent accurate in low light conditions many attempts were not made in 

the car with different light levels because it is already infrared based, so better to 

implement some sensor that works even in high light conditions. 
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